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The MessageSpace digital politics network is a collection of the most influential news & 
current-affairs websites in the UK.

Our sites influence political debate and shape news-leading arguments ahead of the mainstream 
media. Breaking news, smart analysis, and real-time gossip make our sites ‘must-read’ for insiders 
and decision makers across politics, business and the media.

Leading pollsters have found that MessageSpace sites reach more MPs, more regularly than 
traditional media outlets, including the national newspapers. We leverage this influence to put your 
advertising campaign and message in front of key Westminster and Whitehall figures; as well as 
business leaders and decision makers across the UK, delivering powerful awareness and making 
sure you reach people who matter.
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unrivalled 
reach and impact

Independent polling
research by:

75%  
of Labour MPs 
read our sites

80%  
of Conservative 

MPs read our sites

READ DAILY  
IN  WESTMINSTER & WHITEHALL 

MESSAGESPACE
50%

12%

4%

BLOGS ARE MPs FAVOURITE
COVERING UK POLITICS.
Guido Fawkes is the most popular blog 
among Conservative MPs, half of which 
name it as their favourite.

Source:

22%

MP RECOGNITION WITH JUST ONE MONTH
OF MESSAGESPACE 
CAMPAIGNING.

Source:
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Utilise dynamic creative to deliver rich ad experiences for your audience, and update in 
real-time to ensure your message keeps up with the speed of today’s political news cycle.

Dedicated account teams provide full management, precise analytics and comprehensive 
reporting, giving you complete oversight of the impact your campaign has delivered.

advertising
The MessageSpace advertising network encompasses the most influential and sought after 
properties in the political market. Display advertising has the power to reach political 
influencers and stakeholders at scale, and with specialist contextual targeting, you can be 
confident that your media budget is being well spent.

40M1.5M
unique users per month

12M
page views per month advertising impressions served

Source: Quantcast
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MessageSpace has extensive experience in national media buying, we have been at the 
intersection of politics and media since 2006.

Our experience allows us to advise clients on the most effective placement for media 
campaigns in both digital and print media outside Westminster. We are able to drive 
better engagement at a lower cost when managing our clients’ national media strategies 
across digital, print, out-of-home and more.

From political campaigns and party political advertising to public affairs and corporate 
media campaigns, MessageSpace media buying will ensure you reach the audiences 
you’re targeting efficiently, and get the results you need.

national  media

buying 
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native 
content
Embrace the power of native advertising by placing 
sponsored content on the UK’s leading political 
websites. 

Readers of MessageSpace news websites trust 
their favourite writers to deliver the information 
that powers their world. This creates a valuable 
channel to reach a uniquely captive audience by 
embedding sponsored content to communicate 
nuanced campaign points.

With complete freedom to craft your own narrative, 
your pieces appear completely natively within 
the news feeds of readers, reaching thousands of 
visitors, and generating page views and clicks for 
your campaign.

Start the conversation, and boost engagement 
with your campaign goals.
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native 
content

newsletter 
sponsorship
MessageSpace connects you to the leading email newsletters in Westminster. Daily 
updates sent directly to subscribers reach time-poor, influential readers at their most-
engaged.

Many of London’s most influential politicians, journalists, and business leaders use our 
newsletters as their key update for the day, making them an invaluable medium to 
promote your client or campaign. Our newsletters offer a variety of sponsorship options, 
from banners to messages and links to your campaign webpage.
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is a digital 
advertising 
and political 
media agency, 
started in 2006 
as an innovative 
advertising 
network run by 
and for Britain’s 
top political 
bloggers.

Find out more.  
Call us on
020 7608 1140

hello@messagespace.co.uk

MessageSpace
1.36 Millbank Tower
Millbank
London
SW1P 4QP

www.messagespace.co.uk


